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Hello, friends of the Red Lake Regional
Heritage Centre (RLRHC)! We hope you have
been enjoying our online programming as we
transition into the final stage of reopening
our newly-renovated facility. We know the
past few years have been a difficult time for
everyone and we are extremely thankful for
the generous and supportive Red Lakers who
have rallied around the RLRHC.

We have several new exhibits and events to
share with you in this issue of our newsletter.
From the hot chocolate contest to gallery
launches to new permanent exhibits in our
collection, there's a ton of excitement
brewing here at the RLRHC, and we can't wait
to share it with you!

Winter 2023

R L R H C  N E W S L E T T E R
Welcome to 2023!
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Making an Exhibit
What goes into making an exhibit? Aside from
deciding what should be displayed and how to
make it visually appealing, heritage
professionals face challenges that most museum
visitors may not even consider. There is a long
process in preserving and updating collections,
repairing and renovating our old exhibits, and
developing new exhibits

Before artifacts can be displayed, they must first
be prepared. Artifacts must be photographed, a
minimum of four to five times to document the
artifact and its condition.



Museum staff need to know the condition of
the artifact before it goes into a display, and
after it comes out of  display. Any changes in
condition let staff know the effects of the
housing the artifacts in each display. The
artifact is photographed and labelled with a
collection number. 

The labelling process is different depending
on what the artifact is made from. For
textiles, the number is applied to a piece of
material and then is sewn onto a garment.
Hard, inorganic, non-porous materials such
as metal require a process whereby a layer of
reversible resin is applied. After the resin has
dried, the collection number is applied to the
resin using ink. The ink is allowed to dry.
Finally, a last coat is placed on top to seal in
the number.. The drying time for this can
take hours or days. For objects like paper, a
number is often applied to the surface using a
pencil. Any information is added into the
collections database.

Once the artifact has been updated in the
database, we must consider how it will be
displayed. An artifact must be secure, visible
to the public, and protected from movement.
One of the challenges that visitors may be
unaware of is the need for archivally safe
materials that will not degrade or damage the
artifacts. Archivally quality  materials are
both physically and chemically stable. Some
materials, such as certain types of plastic,
emit volatile gases and acids like chlorine and
sulphur. These acids can deteriorate artifacts
over time. Other common materials, such as
cardboard, emit gas as they degrade.

Another concern for the RLRHC is  unsealed
wood. Raw lumber is vulnerable to insect
infestations, which can harm the artifacts and
the structures that house them. To combat
this threat the wooden exterior is stained or
painted.
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Nail covered in Mylar
(Photo courtesy of Stephanie Dermann)

Mylar, a thin polyester film, is one of the most
commonly used materials in museum
preservation. and our exhibit One Way Ticket:
Red Lake's Immigration Story uses it
extensively. Mylar protects from dust, general
wear, and contact with other artifacts. Even the
nails we use to hang artifacts are coated in
Mylar to prevent rust transfer!

Other archivally safe materials include,
foamboard with unbleached cotton, archival
tape, acrylic, and fishing line. These materials
have a safe range for humidity and
temperature, which makes them ideal to use
around most artifacts. There is still the
possibility that artifacts may discolour and
yellow over time. They will need to be checked
on periodically.
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Top: Student-made reproduction piano rolls
Middle: Original photo album

Bottom: Reproduction photo album
 

(Photos courtesy of Stephanie Dermann)

Books and photographs are particularly
vulnerable to light damage. To prevent light
damage, we added a layer of black fabric along
the top of our exhibits. In some cases this is
impossible, so instead a UV protective glass or
Plexi will be used to shield any objects. For
delicate objects or those on display for an
extended time, facsimile or prop reproductions
may be used to prevent further damage or
deterioration.

After choosing archivally safe materials and
preparing your objects, you must consider the
exhibit's setup. How will these objects be
displayed? Visitors come in all shapes and sizes
and their needs must be met. Exhibit planning
needs to include plans for mobility devices (such
as walkers, canes or wheelchairs), seating,
lighting, font size, photo size, and sound. In
addition, any exhibit that is meant to be handled
by the public needs to be able to stand up to the
rigours of use over time. Over time, accessibility
has become more prominent in public
discourse, and museum professionals have had
to consider these accommodations. 

The RLRHC has been working hard to make our
exhibits accessible. We must take a variety of
disabilities into account, including but not
limited to physical, hearing, and visual
disabilities.

Each exhibit in our space has been designed
with wheelchair accessibility in mind. Gramma
Gene at Hell's Acres has recently been updated
to allow visitors with mobility devices a better
look at the artifacts; a separate entrance for
mobility devices is provided in the mining
tunnel in Beneath it All. Our upcoming exhibits,
Airborne: Red Lake's Aviation Story and
Anishinaabe: The People of the Land, were
built to be accessible. 



For Airborne, this meant that the flight
simulator needed an attachable ramp and a
removable seat to allow everyone to
experience the thrill of early aviation. The
flight simulator headsets adhere to Canadian
sound protocols, allowing visitors to adjust
the volume to meet their needs. All touch
screens for The People of the Land have been
placed at a height that will allow all visitors to
interact with them. We have ensured that the
exhibits' interiors are well-lit and that any
text meets museum display standards, at least
22 pt in an easy-to-read font.

Since most exhibits are primarily visual in
nature, visitors must be able to see the
content. The most efficient way to ensure that
an exhibit is bright enough is to increase light
levels, however, that has negative effects on
artifacts within the displays. Museum staff
must find the balance between allowing the
public to see an object, and how much that
object will degrade over time.

Museums also must worry about how
language is expressed. When presenting
information in multiple languages, the
translation must maintain context and intent
in addition to linguistic accuracy. Most of the
time museums must consult outside sources
in order to ensure that the intended message
is given.

Anishinaabe: The People of the Land will be
presented in three languages: English,
French, and Ojibway. We hope that this
linguistic diversity not only makes Red Lake's
Indigenous people's experiences more
accessible to a broad audience but also tells
their story in their own voice.

Finally, there are those small details that
most visitors would never be able to identify.
Museum professionals must make tiny
adjustments to the layout of text, or the
balance between artwork, or perhaps how an
artifact sits on its mount. page 04

Sewing jersey inserts for moccasins
(Photo courtesy of Stephanie Dermann)

Museum artifacts have a set lifespan, some last
longer than others. Once they are gone, we lose
a piece of history. As a result, museum
professionals are carefully trained, both in
school and on the job, to preserve that history
so that future generations can enjoy and learn
from it.

These are just a few of the questions and
considerations museums must keep in mind as
they operate. We hope you found this
exploration of our process interesting and that
the next time you visit a museum, consider how
and why artifacts are arranged as they are. For
more details on our upcoming exhibits, please
visit our website.



I nd igenous  Ingenu i t y  
by  Sc ience  No r th

The RLRHC was fortunate to host the
northern tour of Science North's
Anishinaabewin Maamninendimowin: Pane
Gii-Bite (Indigenous Ingenuity: Timeless
Inventions) exhibit in November and
December.

The exhibit, which ran from November 10 to
December 14, celebrated the knowledge and
resourcefulness of our First Nations, Inuit,
and Métis communities through a blend of
culture and science. Visitors were able to
observe, experiment with, listen to, and
share Indigenous ways of thinking about and
experimenting with the natural world.
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This exhibit's interactive portions included a
virtual reality animal hunt, a VR dogsled, and
a build-an-igloo challenge. Other, more
traditional activities included videos on
traditional teachings. Classes were able to
partake in model canoe building, pictogram
exploration, and an experiment in heat
capturing.

During its run, this free exhibit attracted over
600 visitors. The RLRHC was proud to assist
Science North in bringing this exhibit to the
Red Lake area.

Some of Science North's displays
(Photo courtesy of Trevor Osmond)

Built the igloo, super
duper fun!



Upcoming Exhibits

Airborne: Red Lake's Aviation Story features
a flight simulator that puts visitors in the
cockpit of a 1931 Fairchild 22 monoplane. With
the help of a mounted prop and Microsoft
Flight Simulator, Airborne will recreate an
exciting period of development and
innovation in Red Lake's history.

Through this hands-on approach, visitors will
gain an understanding of the materials
available at the time, as well as the skills and
equipment pilots required. While the image of
early aviation is often romanticized, the
reality was quite different. These early planes
were cold and cramped, with uncomfortable
seats and little room for personal effects.
Early aviation was difficult, demanding, and
frequently dangerous. 

The flight simulator has two seats, one of
which can be removed to accommodate
visitors with mobility devices, as well as a
colour scheme inspired by Western Canada
Airways. The experience can be customized to
include a variety of planes, including a 1932
Fairchild Model 24. In addition to the
simulator, the exhibit also has an informative
video about the importance of aviation in the
formation of Red Lake as a town. So put on
your ear protection and get ready for a wild
ride as you experience Airborne: Red Lake’s
Aviation Story!

Airborne: Red Lake's Aviation Story

In spring 2023, the RLRHC's main gallery will welcome two new permanent exhibits: Airborne:
Red Lake's Aviation Story and Anishinaabe: The People of the Land. The opening of these two

exhibits will mark the end of our reopening process.

Installing the fuselage
(Photos courtesy of Trevor Osmond)
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Anishinaabe: 
The People of the Land

Our other new exhibit, Anishinaabe: The
People of the Land, honours and explores the
Anishinaabe stewards of Red Lake.

Red Lake's location between Lac Seul and the
Bloodvein River System made it an ideal place
for ceremonies, trade, or reunions, especially
in the summertime. The first fur traders
reached Red Lake in the 1780s, around the
time when some Anishinaabe began to make
the area a more permanent home by hunting,
trapping, fishing, and collecting wild rice.

As the modern community of Red Lake
formed after the Gold Rush of 1925, incoming
settlers expanded into the traditional living
areas of the local Anishinaabe. Some
individuals adapted by becoming local guides,
and others found work in the mines. More
still were pushed out of their homes as the
town grew. The families who stayed were
expected to conform to settler ways of life
and were punished severely if they did not.
These hardships worsened with the
establishment of nearby residential schools.
The separation between the community and
their children further eroded their ways of
life.

But, even as Anishinaabe communities
continue to experience fallout from these
events, a strong Indigenous voice remains.
This voice has been growing even louder over
the past two decades. Today this voice is
heard in active community organizations &
programming, in local government, and
schools. Since opening its doors in 2005, the
Red Lake Regional Heritage Centre has
showcased Indigenous history. At one time
the centrepiece of the Main Gallery was
Fairwind's drum, a 120-year-old drum from
Pauinigassi. 

Now, in the RLRHC's rebuilt gallery space,
we introduce Anishinaabe: The People of the
Land. This dynamic exhibit will showcase
Anishinaabe history and culture using the
voices of local indigenous people.. As more
voices are added, this exhibit is designed to
grow and flourish.

Anishinaabe: The People of the Land is
divided into four sections that represent a
different part of life: childhood, adulthood &
hunting, beadwork, and ceremony. Each
section will have artifacts depicting part of
that story. In addition, the exhibit is
accompanied by video with first-hand
accounts and interviews of local indigenous
people that Heritage Centre staff have
collected over the past few months. Perhaps
the most exciting portion of the exhibit is the
capacity of the exhibit to grow. As additional
recordings are conducted, new content can
be added. Never before has the RLRHC had
an exhibit that is intended to grow in this
manner. RLRHC Staff are excited to see what
will come next!
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Moccasins on display
(Photo courtesy of Trevor Osmond)



Feb rua ry  Events
Keep an eye out for details on the RLRHC's February programming. In addition to our
online articles about Red Lake's rich history, we have a variety of in-person activities
planned for people of all ages in the coming weeks.

On February 10, we're hosting our Valentine's Incentives. Stop by the RLRHC from 2 to 5
p.m. to make Valentine's Cards for Red Lakers who could use a friend this winter.

On February 11 and 23, our Events and Education Facilitator, Jessica Nagy, is teaming up
with the Red Lake Library for Story Time about Women in Science. There will be shark
teeth, fossils, music, and a chance to chat about our Nature Trading program.

On February 18, we are once again hosting the Hot Chocolate Challenge  as part of the
winter carnival from 10 to 4. Try six different hot chocolates and vote for your favourite.
One cup costs $2, or $6 for a tasting set of all six.
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Mon       

       

    

Valentine
Incentives

 
2-5PM @

RLRHC

Children's
Storytime

 
11 AM @

RLPL

 

     

Winter
Carnival

 
10-4 @
RLRHC

 

   

Children's
Storytime

 
10 AM @

RLPL

   

       

February 
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6
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20
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March  Events
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As winter nears its end, the RLRHC welcomes the Winter Blossoms Gallery in early
March. The gallery will feature work by young artists from the Red Lake area. Winter
Blossoms' grand opening is March 2 and is scheduled to run until April 28.

The RLRHC will host "Crafternoons" from March 13 to 17. Each day will feature a different
craft and limited registration, so sign up as soon as possible!

We will send out more information about these events as we finalize the details. Keep an
eye out for updates on our social media, emails, and posters throughout the RLRHC!
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Donors and Lifetime Members
Thank you to our generous donors and lifetime members, past and current, whose continued

support has allowed us to remain open and expand and upgrade our facilities. If you are interested
in supporting the RLRHC, you can learn more on the 'Support' tab of our website, or by calling,

emailing, or stopping by in person.

ACTIVE AND PAST
LIFETIME MEMBERS
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DONORS

Angela & Peter Bishop
Annwyl & Ted Shewchuk

Charles H. Neidhoefer
Deanna Sullivan

Debbie & Dave Franczak
Doug Gilmore

Ed & Toots Everley
Edna Aiken

Edward Galinski
Ethel & Jim Dodd
Harry Zamonsky
Henry Hostetler

Howard & Ilma Green
Ian Russell

Jack & Murielle Goodwillie
 

Jo-Ann Brownlee
John & Marilyn Frostiak
John Gazankas
Kenray Gallagher
Leslie King
Marjorie & Richard Paloski
Mercedes Hopf
Michele Alderton
Michelle Tolley
Mike Tolley
Patricia Weese
Saramin Galinski
Terry Bursey
Todd Gallagher
Vergil Stover
Warren & Cindi Lumgari

Bill Anderson
Cindy Crossman

Deanna Sullivan & Todd Gallagher
Doreen MacMillan

Erdmann Knaack
Evolution Mining

Jennifer Campbell
Joan Kilgour

John & Marilyn Frostiak

John Wilson
Mike Neumann
Patricia & Jans Kaack
Pure Gold Mining Inc.
Reinhard Horch
Steve & Heather Lawlor
Suzanne Tangen
Tamara Copeman
Thomas Cormier
Trout Forest Physical Therapy


